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AWARE. CONCERNED. ENGAGED.
NEM! Discussion and workshop on menstrual poverty
14 November, 2018

This year HRSI collaborated with the NGO, NEM! Nők Egymásért Mozgalom - Women For Each Other Movement, for a discussion
and workshop regarding menstrual poverty in Hungary. Menstrual poverty affects people around the world, as well as in
Hungary, and NEM! focuses on offering practical solutions to the problem.
The aim of this workshop was to shed light on the implications of menstrual poverty and create empowering and artistic
donation boxes to help with the collection of sanitary items for affected women. The donation boxes will be placed at cultural,
educational and entertainment venues around Budapest. One such donation box can also be found at CEU in the passageway
between Nador 11 and 13. We look forward to emptying this box often thanks to your generous donations!

Intercultural Communication Workshop
17 November, 2018

Fifteen participants joined trainers Ilona Branagan and Maja Skalar for this one–day intensive workshop to learn practical
skills needed to operate better while encountering and working together with people from various cultural backgrounds.
Students left the workshop with knowledge of the key theories and concepts in the intercultural field and an ability to
recognize how our own perceptions and cultural values influence attitude and behavior by understanding how culture
forms an integral part of international communication.

Transgender Day of Remembrance Events
20 November, 2018

In commemoration of the 2018 Transgender Day of Remembrance (TDoR), and
in collaboration with SPECTRUM -the LGBTQI+ club at CEU-, HRSI organized an
info corner, and a memorializing ceremony followed by a movie screening. It
aimed to commemorate the deaths of transgender people who lost their lives
to transphobic violence globally in the last 1 year (2017 November – 2018
October) and create awareness regarding the ongoing issues and taboos of
transphobia globally. At the memorializing event, four SPECTRUM
representatives read the names while people present tied purple ribbons to
the railing on Nador 15, 2nd floor. The ribbons remained along with a sign that
explained the purpose of the installation for a week after the event. The list of names had also been posted next to the
installation. This was followed by an Indonesian documentary called Children of Srikandi which aimed to throw light on the
non binary nature of gender through stories of 8 people in Indonesia.
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CEU Open House
6 December, 2018

The HRSI team had an InfoTable at the Open House Event organized by the Student Recruitment Office, where CEU
welcomed prospective students from different countries on campus, and offered them a chance to get a glimpse into
Student life at CEU. We met with interested candidates and provided them with material and information about our
activities. We look forward to a productive and eventful next academic year with some of these students who dropped by
our table!
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16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence Campaign is an annual international campaign set between 25 November
- the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women and 10 December - Human Rights Day. The campaign
originated from the first Women's Global Leadership Institute coordinated by the Center for Women's Global Leadership in
1991. This 16-day period also highlights other significant dates including November 29 - International Women Human Rights
Defenders Day, and December 1 - World AIDS Day. HRSI has been consistently taking part in this international campaign and
organizes multiple events during this period. This year we organized three events and ran a social media campaign on our
Facebook page to increase awareness. . Every day for the 16 Days posts were scheduled related to information on the
subject, NGOs involved in the cause, best practices and other valuable resources to empower women.
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26 November—7 December, 2018

HRSI in collaboration with the NGO NANE displayed the Silent Witness exhibition at
CEU to create awareness of gender based violence in Hungary through community
based exhibits. It comprised real life-size wooden figures with a brief story of
these female victims of domestic violence, killed by a partner. This is an annual
exhibition HRSI has been collaborating with NANE for the last few years.
The Silent Witness Exhibition was also visited by Canadian Ambassador for
Hungary, Isabelle Poupart. We had an insightful discussion with the Ambassador
regarding the policies and different NGOs working for this cause in Hungary.
Ambassador Poupart has extended her support and interest for future campaigns
and events organized by HRSI and other NGOs we collaborate with in Budapest.

Image courtesy –Twitter @CanadaHungary

Interaction Matters: Tackling Sexism And Sexual Harassment
5 December, 2018

HRSI organized its third workshop in the Interaction Matters Series. The workshop was part of the 16 Days of Activism Against Gender Based Violence
Campaign 2018.
It was co-facilitated by Zsófia Suba (HRSI), and Shwetha Nair (HRSI). The workshop aimed
to generate discussion on how to counter the debilitating effects of gender based
inequality in more meaningful and mindful ways on a daily basis. We discussed and
reflected on gender based micro-aggressions and harassment and how to counter it.
Practical tools were also provided as a defense mechanism and ways to reduce the
bystander effect when such situations are encountered. Discussing circumstances
commonly encountered helped participants feel prepared to deal with similar situation
again. Thank you to all the participants who joined us and for sharing with us your
experiences.

Self Defense Workshop
8 December, 2018

HRSI, in collaboration with the Gender Studies Department and KM5 Self Defense School, organized the
Feminist Self-Defense Workshop. Thirty participants at the workshop learned from KM5 trainers
necessary skills to help avoid dangerous situations and use our bodies as weapons when necessary
through the 3 aspects of self-defense: awareness, setting boundaries, and action. This workshop was
highly successful and we thank everyone who joined us for it and appreciate the understanding of
those who agreed to be waitlisted for the workshop due to its demand. We hope to see you for the next
one!

